ICMS PhD Publication Award

Manifesto

This event is organized to give young ICMS researches an opportunity to showcase their work. Participants should submit a paper they published as first author in the previous year. The paper can be from a previous affiliation and/or be about their MSc graduation project, as long as the participant is a PhD student at the ICMS at the date of submission.

All finalists will be featured on the ICMS LinkedIn page and the winner will additionally receive €250.

The competition will take place two times a year.

ICMS PhD Publication Award Event:

- **Submission**
  - Submit 100 words abstract, pdf + link to the paper
  - Submitted abstracts are posted on the ICMS LinkedIn page
  - One publication nominated by popular vote (LinkedIn poll)
  - Four publications nominated by Award committee

- **1st selection round**
  - Award committee: PhD students from different departments

- **Pitch round**
  - Pitches nominated publications (5 min max. per pitch)
  - TU/e postdocs jury vote winner

- **Winners**
  - Winner publication
  - €250 Featured on the ICMS LinkedIn page
  - Other finalists
  - Featured on the ICMS LinkedIn page

Timeline award

- **Sep 28th**: Opening call for publications
- **Nov 22nd**: Deadline submissions
- **Dec 3rd**: End 1st selection
- **Dec 10th**: Final event and prize

Evaluation in both rounds based on relevance in the field and for the excellence of the presentation.

2h online event:
- Pitches and announcing winners in Ceres
- After winner is announced, there will be drinks and snacks in Ceres.